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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents an account of the making of 15 Minutes of Faye, a microbudget
feature-length film created in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of
Fine Arts in Film and Digital Media at the University of Central Florida. It chronicles the
motivation behind the creation of the film, the entire creation process, plans for its distribution,
and reflections on lessons learned during the creation process. The film itself was designed to
challenge its viewers with the gross self-absorption of its fame-seeking protagonist, in order to
promote public discourse about Generation Y’s sense of entitlement, which has been welldocumented in academic literature. It is the author’s hope that this document will promote
awareness of the film’s subject matter, and will also aid others seeking to create microbudget
feature-length films.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
As I’ve grown in my understanding and appreciation of the craft of filmmaking, I’ve
become ever more convinced that filmmakers—and artists of all types—have a social
responsibility to the world in which we live. Art can say that which can be said in no other
manner, and enlighten, inform, and provoke audiences with ideas to which they would otherwise
be closed. My own favorite works of art have been those which have changed me in some way.
So I believe that art is most meaningful when it transcends the realm of self-expression and
becomes an active act of communication.
Even when I first entered UCF’s graduate film program five years ago, I was enamored
by the idea that every film must have a purpose. For this reason, the program’s emphasis on
microbudget digital filmmaking was part of what attracted me to it. I’m fortunate enough to be
making films in the digital age, when the means of production have become so inexpensive that
they’ve become democratized, when even the smallest film can potentially be seen by thousands
of people online, when the only “gatekeepers” are film viewers themselves. This is an ideal
environment for any artist working toward social change.
When writing my script, I sought both a story that I could use to illuminate an important
social issue, as well as seeking a social issue to illuminate with my story. After all, a hundred
years from now, a well-told story may be obsolete, but the way we filmmakers change, shape,
and interact with our culture will carry through.
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Beginnings
I attended the UCF film school as an undergraduate, and spent much of my spare time
socializing and creating art within Orlando’s larger community of young artists. After a couple
of years in Orlando, I noticed that several of my peers seemed to care very little for their craft,
placing more value on their own reputations than on their art. I repeatedly encountered the same
egotistical behavior: bragging of artistic achievements, making grandiose declarations of
inevitable future fame, and obsessively seeking attention at any social function where it could be
found, all while putting minimal effort into the film work that these people used to facilitate their
social ambitions. At age twenty, I had never encountered the basic truth that artistic fields tend to
attract egocentric personalities at a higher rate than other fields, and as someone who cares about
my craft deeply, I was naturally troubled by the motives of some of my peers.
I spoke with artistic friends at other schools and in other regions of the country—
filmmakers, actors, musicians, etc.—and found that I was not alone in my concerns. Many of my
acquaintances had noticed the same fame-seeking behavior in certain of their peers as well.
Newly aware that this phenomenon was at least nationwide in scope, I suspected something
larger might be at play than petty social squabbles among college students.
A search of the internet led me to the research of two psychologists, Jean M. Twenge,
Ph.D., and W. Keith Campbell, Ph.D., that would form the thematic basis for my thesis film.
The Current Narcissism Problem
Tom Wolfe’s 1976 essay “The ‘Me’ Decade and the Third Great Awakening” may have
been the first to identify a cultural shift in attitudes from the nationalism and community focus of
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post-war 1940s America to the more individualistic self focus of the 1970s. Christopher Lasch
continued this inquiry with his 1979 book The Culture of Narcissism, which noted trends such as
the deterioration of the American family and the increasing influence of celebrity culture in the
1970s. These works launched the study of narcissism into the public eye, and in the decades
since, psychologists have developed a growing body of evidence that narcissistic and fameseeking attitudes continue to spread within our culture, specifically in Generation Y.
Dr. Twenge and Dr. Campell are leading psychologists in this field of study. My review
of psychology literature found numerous studies and journal articles both citing and supporting
their research. Through an examination of cultural trends between the 1970s and today, they
argue that clinical narcissism has been on the rise for decades, and is likely to grow worse in the
future if no action is taken to mitigate its effects. After learning that fame-seeking is a key
component of a narcissistic personality, I found the following excerpts from their book
particularly alarming:
“In 2005, 31% of American high school students said they
expected to become famous someday.” (Twenge and Campbell 94)
“In 2006, 51% of 18- to 25-year-olds said that ‘becoming famous’
was an important goal of their generation … [In 2006], a poll
asked children in Britain to name ‘the very best thing in the world.’
The most popular answer was ‘being a celebrity.’ ‘Good looks’
and ‘being rich’ rounded out the top three.” (Twenge and
Campbell 93)
“[In a survey,] 43% of middle school girls said they wanted to
become a celebrity personal assistant, twice as many as chose ‘the
president of a great university like Harvard or Yale,’ three times
more than chose ‘a United States Senator’ and four times more
than ‘chief of a major company like General Motors.’” (Twenge
and Campbell 94)
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“By 2006, 1 out of 4 college students agreed with the majority of
the items on a standard measure of narcissistic traits. Narcissistic
Personality Disorder (NPD), the more severe, clinically diagnosed
version of the trait, is also far more common than once thought.
Nearly 1 out of 10 Americans in their twenties, and 1 out of 16 of
those of all ages, has experienced the symptoms of NPD.”
(Twenge and Campbell 2)
Twenge and Campbell place the origin of the problem as the self-esteem movement in the
1970s, which began with Nathaniel Branden’s now-discredited book, The Psychology of SelfEsteem, in 1969, and PET: Parent Effectiveness Training, in 1975. After reading about the
supposed importance of self-admiration and self-esteem in raising children, parents began
practicing efforts to raise their children’s self-esteem in hopes that this would help them develop
into happy, successful adults. Parents gradually became less likely to say “no” to their children,
and sought to be their children’s friend rather than their authority figure. Educators also caught
onto the trend, and began instilling self-esteem as a key personal virtue, educating children to
believe, “I’m special.” These efforts were intended to instill positive notions of individualism in
children, but they backfired. As psychologist Polly Young-Eisendrath describes:
"Hoping to increase children's creativity and self-expression, this
educational and parenting movement unwittingly promoted a selfesteem trap: unrealistic fantasies of achievement, wealth, power,
and celebrity. When these expectations are not met in adult life—
as inevitably they are not—the result is a negative evaluation of the
self." (Young-Eisendrath 1)
Seeing the new purchasing power of children and teenagers that the self-esteem trend had
caused, advertisers began to create commercials that promoted entitlement and self-admiration
(“You deserve the best.”). Public interest in celebrities began to intensify and the media began to
fixate on them more, creating a positive feedback loop that spiraled ever upward. And social
media, despite its many benefits to society, now allows any narcissist a platform with which to
4

spotlight himself. These trends have all resulted in a high percentage of the current generation of
young Americans being vain, materialistic, aggressive (especially when not getting their way),
entitled (without having to work for reward), and fame-seeking. (Twenge and Campbell) Many
of them lack empathy for others, deeming their own desires most important, and themselves
deserving of the best in life. This way of thinking especially causes trouble when Generation Y
enters the workforce. As Paul Harvey, assistant professor of management at the University of
New Hampshire, says:
“Managers have reported a lot of problems associated with
[entitlement] – primarily that these employees have unrealistic
expectations and a strong resistance toward accepting negative
feedback. Basically entitlement involves having an inflated view of
oneself, and managers are finding that younger employees are
often very resistant to anything that doesn’t involve praise and
rewards.” (Wright)
I’ve seen firsthand how some people my age seek power and celebrity status as the
primary ways they are able to experience feelings of achievement, and of love. I’ve seen
reputations and friendships destroyed because of this. It’s deeply sad and troubling, and having
seen the truth of Twenge and Campbell’s arguments in my own social circles, I was intrigued
that they and other psychologists had quantified these narcissistic trends with a body of evidence
going back decades. I realized that I wanted to make a film about protagonists with lives as
empty as those described in Twenge and Campbell’s research, and dramatize how society has
failed them, how their parents have failed them, and how they have failed themselves. As I read
Twenge and Campbell’s descriptions of romantic relationships with narcissists, I realized that the
romance genre might be an ideal genre to use for my film. They write:
“Narcissists are both exciting relationship partners and awful ones.
Their relationships are all about feeding the ego—definitely their
5

egos and sometimes even your ego. Narcissists’ relationship
partners primarily serve to make narcissists look and feel powerful,
special, admired, attractive, and important. Love, caring,
commitment, loyalty and all those other things at the core of
healthy relationships matter less to narcissists, who move on when
they can’t get the needed ego gratification.” (Twenge and
Campbell 212)
And:
“Much of narcissists’ behavior in relationships is ‘game playing.’
They are deceptive and dishonest; they will signal commitment at
one time and then pull away the next; they will play people off
against one another; and they will avoid real commitment … A
narcissist thinks of a relationship partner as fuel. Narcissists use
others to power their status and esteem, and when the other person
no longer provides that, they are dumped.” (Twenge and Campbell
215)
During my research, my professors asked a question of me: why take note of narcissism
and fame-seeking in Generation Y specifically? After all, these traits are not new traits,
especially in artistic fields. The answer is that according to research, these traits are quantifiably
worse in my generation, and are likely to grow even worse in future generations if nothing is
done to curtail their growth. Twenge and Campbell suggest that awareness of the problem is one
of the first major obstacles to solving the problem, hence my motive for making 15 Minutes of
Faye. I want to help avoid a society in which individuals are increasingly alienated from their
communities, thinking only of their own desires rather than the needs of their families, their
countries, the human race as a whole, and future generations. For as Tom Wolfe wrote in his
original essay in 1976:
“There is no ecumenical spirit within this [culture of narcissism]. If
anything, there is a spirit of schism.” (Wolfe)
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It should be noted that while Dr. Twenge and Dr. Campbell’s research has been widely
accepted by their colleagues, it has also faced some criticism. Specifically, Trzesniewski and
Donnellan question their data sampling technique, and argue against their conclusions with data
samples of their own. (Trzesniewski and Donnellan 58-75) Conversely, Twenge and Campbell
point out that Trzesniewski and Donnellan’s study used a far smaller sample size than theirs,
consisting of data from just three college campuses. (Twenge and Campbell 32) Also, Dr. Jeffrey
Jensen Arnett has questioned Twenge and Campbell’s reliance on the Narcissistic Personality
Inventory: a questionnaire that has been used to measure narcissism since the 1980s. (Arnett 6)
He is skeptical about its practical use for measuring narcissism, since some of the statements
with which it asks respondents to agree or disagree, such as “I am assertive,” do not clearly
indicate narcissism. However, Twenge and Campbell used the NPI as a jumping-off point, and
most of their conclusions are not directly drawn from it. Dr. Arnett also accuses Twenge and
Campbell’s research of perpetuating negative stereotypes about today’s young people: a claim
toward which I am sympathetic. (Arnett 5) I took care during the making of my film to not
suggest that all members of Generation Y are like Mycah, the film’s self-centered protagonist;
rather, I sought to portray one specific case of narcissism and fame-seeking run amok, and use
this case as a microcosm of larger societal problems.
The Genesis of 15 Minutes of Faye
With my thesis film, I sought to add to the public dialogue about the problem of
excessive narcissism in some members of my generation, to raise awareness of the problem in
hopes that viewers of the film will think critically about it and attempt to find solutions for
themselves. I decided to make the film’s story about musicians rather than filmmakers to
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distance myself from the characters. (I am not a musician.) I felt I could write about the problem
better if the film weren’t too personal for me. But I still needed a frame through which to
examine the theme I had chosen: extreme self-absorption and fame-seeking leading to the
collapse of interpersonal relationships. I considered several genres through which to convey this
theme.
I made my choice after watching Richard Linklater’s classic film Before Sunrise for the
first time. Before Sunrise was a film that defied all narrative conventions: it had no rising action,
no turning points in its story, and only a perfunctory climax. (Linklater) Yet it reached profound
thematic depths, created two fascinating characters, and even offered plenty of surface-level
entertainment through only its dialogue and Linklater’s deft use of the camera. I immediately
wanted to emulate this film with a similar romantic drama of my own.
Around this time, I was enrolled in a film course that assigned me to work on a marketing
team for a new film at the Florida Film Festival called In Search of a Midnight Kiss (which went
on to win the festival’s Grand Jury Prize that year). At the festival, I met the film’s director, Alex
Holdridge, who turned out to also be deeply influenced by Linklater’s Before Sunrise. Mr.
Holdridge introduced me to what has become known as the “mumblecore” movement: an
independent film movement of microbudget, dialogue-heavy, digitally-shot films with small
crews, detailing a short, meaningful period in the life of two or three twentysomethings. (Lim)
Movies such as In Search of a Midnight Kiss, The Puffy Chair, Luke and Brie are On A First
Date, and Once are some examples. I was considering making my film’s protagonist a fameseeking narcissist, so, as I wrote on my film’s website:
“Whereas many mumblecore films deal with young love, I thought
it’d be fascinating to make a film in the same style as a
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mumblecore film, but in which the two leads have a selfdestructive relationship instead of a romantic one. For me, turning
the genre on its head creates a much riper foundation for conflict,
humor, and social commentary.” (Ingle)
The idea of using the genre conventions of both mumblecore and romance to defy and
subvert those genre’s own conventions led me to many of the scenarios in the film. A character
has an unexpected pregnancy, but instead of becoming a major plot device, the characters spend
most of the movie actively ignoring it. The male and female leads have a classic meet-cute in a
restaurant, but the situation has been staged by Mycah and quickly becomes strange and
awkward. The female lead who the male lead is pursuing is suddenly revealed to be married, but
because of her freewheeling personality type, the marriage is a complete non-issue. The two
leads kiss early in the movie rather than late in the movie, to signify to the audience that the
romance is not our subject matter and the film will focus on other themes. The script and film
contain many of these subversions of genre tropes.
I decided to set the film in Bradenton, Florida, the small city where I grew up, because of
the inherent contradiction of a protagonist with delusions of grandeur living in a backwater
Florida beach town. I also made this choice because I knew the city’s locations intimately and
had always wanted to bring the city to life as the setting of a movie.
Writing the Script
In order to anchor the story firmly in the mumblecore genre, the first draft of my script
focused almost exclusively on genre at the expense of theme: it offered little commentary on our
fame-obsessed society, and featured Mycah and Faye as the only two characters. It read more
like an ordinary romance script.
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Sensing the risk of too many repetitive scenes featuring the two leads, I focused on
fleshing out the world of the characters in the next draft. Twenge and Campbell place some of
the blame for the narcissism of the young on the Baby Boomer generation that raised them, so it
was important to me to write scenes in which the main characters interact with their parents.
Mycah’s parents pushed him too hard, Faye’s parents tried to control her, and despite Hansford’s
parents’ shortcomings, they genuinely loved him and accepted him as he was, which might be
why he became a kinder young adult than his peers. In retrospect, the film’s parental dynamic
was an oversimplification of Twenge and Campbell’s research, and I would change it if I could
do it again. Different characters’ parents came and went through the many drafts of the script,
and we even shot a scene featuring Mycah’s father, but only the three mothers remain in the final
cut of the film.
As time went on, I developed the film’s backstory, focusing first on Faye’s history, which
is as follows. Just after high school, Mycah broke up with Faye for a more attractive girl named
Christy, thus breaking apart the band they played in with Hansford. Because of this, Faye
developed severe depression and an eating disorder, which became so terrible that it actually
altered her physiology, rendering her permanently infertile. Since childhood, she had derived her
identity from conformity to her family’s traditional values, which her mother was quite strong
about reinforcing. A young and naïve eighteen-year-old, Faye felt great personal shame at her
poor health, poor position in life, and her new inability to bear children, which was extremely
important to her family. So she retreated from her relationships with them, got involved with
some disreputable men who made her feel good about herself … and one of those men—Lee—
happened to start a band with her, a band which happened to become famous. But even with
10

Faye’s fame, she feels utterly alone, unable to form genuine relationships with other people due
to the scars from her past. She blames all of the hurt and pain of the past four years on Mycah.
The only reasons she is spending time with him during the film are so she can learn about his life
and thus find ways to hurt him.
Also in the early drafts, I created the character of Hansford as a foil to Mycah and as a
proxy character for the audience. Mycah’s girlfriend Jenna was created to establish some stakes:
that Mycah is abandoning serious responsibilities by pursuing Faye, and that Jenna could show
up at any time and ruin his plans. Hansford and Jenna became the two relatively normal
characters grounding the story’s more bizarre characters. I used them to oppose Mycah, and thus
began to develop Mycah into the selfish dolt I needed him to be in order to fully explore my
theme.
My original plan was to make Mycah irredeemable: a cruel and self-centered character
who would learn no lessons over the course of the film. Failing to grow, his story would end in
tragedy. This plan was influenced directly by Twenge and Campbell’s research. They are critical
of the popular (and possibly Hollywood-influenced) myth that highly narcissistic people are
merely hurt souls at heart, that they are secretly insecure and have low self-esteem, and can be
helped if only we pity them and treat them kindly. On the contrary, real-life extreme narcissists
tend to have very high self-esteem, and treating their supposed insecurity by provoking even
more self-admiration will just make the problem worse. (Twenge and Campbell, 24-28) The
more you give them, the more they will take. They view other people more as tools to be used
than as humans with whom to relate. So I wrote Mycah as an irredeemable narcissist, far more so
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than he is in the final version of the film (though I’m sure some viewers would argue that he still
is irredeemable).
After finishing the second draft, I first encountered what would become the number one
criticism of 15 Minutes of Faye, a criticism that follows the film to this day: the protagonist is
unlikable. Traditional Hollywood storytelling dictates the necessity of a likable protagonist, with
whom the audience can empathize. Most conventional wisdom says that audiences do not like to
watch unlikable protagonists. Perhaps this is true for the very biggest Hollywood films, but the
success of other films like The Social Network, There Will Be Blood, and Perfume: The Story of
a Murderer prove this sentiment generally false. One need only examine the popularity of
television shows such as Mad Men, Dexter, and Breaking Bad to realize that unlikable
protagonists are both ordinary and acceptable in today’s mainstream storytelling. I pointed to
these examples when confronted with the fact that my own protagonist was unlikable, and
claimed that audiences were smart enough to view an unlikable protagonist as an intriguing lens
through which to examine thematic material.
But I was missing a key ingredient, which my professors soon helped me to see:
audiences don’t have to like a protagonist, but they do have to find that protagonist interesting.
Mycah needed to be interesting enough that an audience would stay in the film with him, see the
world from his perspective, and be moved by the thematic material I’m exploring with him—
primarily, how the self-centered quest for fame leads to an empty and miserable life. People
needed to empathize with him enough to want to understand him. Mycah did not have these
qualities in early drafts of my script. He was so vile that audiences would not have watched a
film about him. So in ensuing drafts, I was forced to abandon real-life psychological research in
12

favor of better storytelling. Mycah became less of a total sociopath and more of a bumbling fool,
who an audience could laugh at, be entertained by, and even sympathize with near the end of the
film (all while still disliking his negative traits). I kept him as narcissistic as I dared, trying to
walk a fine line between addressing my generation’s narcissism problem while still letting
Mycah engage the audience as the film’s protagonist. Opinions differ on how successful I
ultimately was, but I am personally satisfied with the final result.
The character of Kevin was created when I realized that I needed a moral foil for Mycah
during the parts of the film in which Hansford couldn’t logically appear. Faye’s ulterior motive
of “hurting” Mycah throughout the course of the film made her too vindictive for me to use her
as Mycah’s foil, so I created an innocent, mentally feeble character to contrast with Mycah, and
fully display how deluded he is. I also found the obsession and social incompetence caused by
Kevin’s autism to be an interesting parallel for Mycah’s personality, despite how Kevin’s
simplicity opposes him. This character also served as comic relief. Kevin wound up working
better on paper than he did in practice, which will be discussed later in this document.
One of my goals with this film was to tell a story with two protagonists—Mycah and
Faye—like in the other mumblecore films I admire. One of the minor pitfalls I made in the
screenwriting stage was to let the film skew too far toward being Mycah’s film. Some reviewers
have commented that Faye’s story feels overlarge (though many others think her story is just
fine), because they perceive Mycah as the film’s sole protagonist. I doubt that this would have
been a problem if I had introduced Faye earlier in the film, thus setting her up as the film’s
second protagonist from the beginning. Or perhaps I should have started the film later, closer to
their first meeting in the restaurant. In Lajos Egri’s book The Art of Dramatic Writing, he
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advocates to begin your story at the exact point when your protagonist is ready to act. (Egri 8586) I will keep this in mind when writing future stories.
Another writing pitfall that I can see now in retrospect was my overuse of subtlety.
Mumblecore thrives on its audience’s ability to piece together the subtexts of characters’
relationships from the most subtle of clues, and I have always admired this. I strongly dislike
when I view a film that tries to “hold my hand” instead of letting me use my brain, so I try to
never overexplain anything in my own films.
This approach backfired in 15 Minutes of Faye. I achieved subtlety, but I sacrificed
clarity. For example, some viewers were unaware of Faye’s backstory even after watching the
film, since I chose to reveal it in such a piecemeal and overly-subtle manner. Test audiences have
had mixed reactions to the film’s overuse of subtlety, with some enjoying it, some criticizing it,
and some being confused by it. I myself am torn, but I would make the film at least somewhat
more clear if I could go back and write it again.
A Complex Climax
I may have also made the film’s ending too subtle, and thus unclear. I had always
intended for the scenes at Faye’s mansion to be the climax of the film. The concert scene was a
late addition to the script, but the events of the concert were so viscerally climactic that some
readers of the script began to perceive that scene as the climax of the film’s story, and the
mansion scenes as extraneous. What follows is my argument for why the concert scene is not an
adequate climax for the story, and why the mansion scenes are necessary.
After writing several drafts of the script, I was presented with a new criticism: Faye and
Mycah were so dishonest with each other through the majority of the film that their sudden
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honesty in the climax at the mansion was an emotional non sequitur. I needed to add a scene just
before the mansion scenes that would strip both characters of their pretenses and make their true
motivations manifest. The concert scene—originally a bland, A-to-B scene—was thus
repurposed. Mycah was made desperate enough to follow his fame-seeking motivations to their
maximum expression: his fifteen seconds of fame on stage after interrupting the concert to
publicly kiss Faye. The ensuing public shame made him miserable, and introduced him to the
idea that becoming famous wasn’t really what he wanted after all. Similarly, Faye was given the
opportunity in the concert scene to finally exact her revenge on Mycah, and she took that
opportunity, but when she saw that even Mycah and Lee—her two enemies—had friends to
console them (in scenes 56 and 58), and she still had no one, she was introduced to the idea that
revenge against Mycah wasn’t really what she wanted after all.
The two protagonists’ overt goals (fame for Mycah and revenge for Faye) are achieved in
the concert scene, and thus it feels like the movie’s climax. Mycah got his moment in the
spotlight and it left him miserable … but what was driving his hunger for fame? A deeper need
to feel accepted and loved. Faye got her revenge on Mycah … but what was driving that thirst
for revenge? A deeper isolation and need to connect with another human being. The characters’
overt goals are achieved in the concert scene, but their covert goals are just beginning to bubble
up to the surface of their consciousnesses, stronger than ever now that the pretenses hiding those
covert goals are dissipating. A “second” climax is necessary: the climax I originally wanted, in
which both characters are finally honest with each other.
In scene 60, Faye is shown alone at a bar while other people celebrate the new year,
further suggesting her internal solitude. Mycah pursues Faye to her mansion partially because he
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doesn’t know what else to do, and partially because of his obsessive personality: he wants
validation that he achieved something tonight. Alone inside her mansion, Faye walks past an
abstract painting of friends at a party, drawing attention to her solitude. She then sits alone in her
big empty house. She drinks alone, and turns face-down several pictures of people with whom
she has false, surface-level relationships. She finally arrives on a childhood picture of herself and
Mycah, and is reminded of the connection they used to have—the last authentic connection Faye
had with anyone. Her desperation for human contact overrides her hatred of Mycah, and she lets
him in.
Having expected his charade to fail again, Mycah is dumbfounded when Faye lets him
inside and tries to have sex with him. He continues his pretense of pursuing her, but timidly. He
can finally see how fame has hurt her, and how he has hurt her. He isn’t sure he wants this
anymore, for her or for himself.
Mycah’s veneer finally falls on the front porch, when he realizes how ludicrous his
proposal to Faye is, and for a few brief moments, Mycah and Faye tell each other how they really
feel. Mycah realizes “this whole thing was pretty stupid,” and even genuinely apologizes to her:
a big step for such a self-absorbed character. Faye’s rejection of Mycah this time isn’t the same
vindictive rejection from after the concert scene; it’s an honest rejection. Her subtext has
changed from, “We can’t be together because I hate you,” to, “We can’t be together because
you’re too immature and our relationship carries far too much baggage.”
This climax informs the movie’s theme, in that it shows the truth that’s been hiding
beneath the surface of my generation’s obsession with fame: a sad dearth of genuine human
connection, and a deep need to feel acceptance and love. So many of us have trained ourselves or
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have been trained by our parents or our culture to think that achievement and renown are the
most fruitful life paths by which to pursue these basic human needs, and we are thus left empty,
alone, and in need of a new path in life. This is exactly the statement I wanted to make with the
climax of this film.
It is thus a more thematically potent climax than the simple “she got her revenge and he
got put in his place” climax that the film would have had if it ended after the concert scene.
I sincerely hope that the above interpretation of the climax is what wound up on screen,
but again, I fear I was too subtle with all of the subtext happening in these scenes. Perhaps I
could have structured the climaxes differently, but I could think of no way to include both
“overt” and “covert” climaxes simultaneously. I think simply clarifying the characters’ motives
through acting, photography, and dialogue would have made the climax stronger, though.
The Art of Film
Although 15 Minutes of Faye was intended as a dialogue-driven film in the style of
Richard Linklater, Woody Allen, or Aaron Sorkin, I still wanted to use the medium’s visual
capacity to tell my story. The production designer, Sarah Cole, the director of photography, Reid
Nicewonder, and myself created a visual language for the film during preproduction: we
brainstormed blocking, set design, and camera shots which would lend subtle meaning to certain
moments in the film. Though some viewers have correctly criticized the film for its lack of overt
visual storytelling, I believe our efforts to use subtextual visual elements to inform our story
were at least partially successful. Some notable examples of these elements:
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-Mycah often examines himself in mirrors during the film, emphasizing how self-focused he is.
In the final montage, Mycah looks into a mirror one last time, then literally pushes past himself
and toward his loved ones, leaving his narcissism behind.
-The Asphodel poster in Mycah’s apartment is framed on the wall opposite a picture of Mycah
striking a pose similar to Lee in the Asphodel poster, implying Mycah’s idolization of Lee and of
fame.
-In scene 20, Mycah hides behind Faye while watching the fan’s daughter hide behind the fan in
a similar manner, suggesting the fear of raising a child hovering over Mycah.
-Later in the same scene, the daughter smacks her hand on her side, imitating her mother,
implying the passing of negative traits from one generation down to the next, which is a subtheme of the film.
-In scene 24, as Mycah and Faye sit down at the end of the pier, a flagpole is framed between
them, implying they are divided from each other, even though they’re sitting right next to each
other.
-At the beginning of scene 27, Faye adjusts her rear-view mirror, immediately prior to their
discussion about past regrets.
-Near the beginning of scene 30, in Hansford’s mother’s house, Mycah is framed in front of a
picture of a stormy sea, since this is the part of the movie where his plans start to unravel.
-Later in this scene, a red lava lamp similar to the one in Mycah’s apartment can be seen behind
Faye as she talks with Hansford’s mother, implying that this character’s idolization of fame is
similar to Mycah’s. Notes on our use of color—including the color red—are below.
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-The number of hats Kevin wears gradually increases throughout the film as he becomes more
and more uncomfortable and thus needs his hats for comfort. This is paralleled by Mycah, who
dons a hat of his own just before meeting Faye at the restaurant, then opts for Doreen’s hat later
in the film, and finally no hat at the end when he becomes his honest self instead of wearing the
show-personality he so often uses to manipulate people.
-In scene 41, as Mycah and Jenna talk, the Asphodel poster is framed between them in the
background, implying that Mycah’s relentless pursuit of Faye and fame is coming between them.
-Near the end of scene 46, Mycah is standing right in front of the keyboard that Faye was just
playing. His hand is framed similarly to her hand, only it hangs by his side rather than playing
the keyboard. This implies that, unlike Faye, Mycah has no passion whatsoever for the music he
claims to care so much about. He cares only for fame, which is signified by the red lava lamp in
this same shot.
-In scene 53, when Doreen forces her hat onto Mycah’s head, he immediately removes the hat
and puts it on again, backwards. This implies the younger generation’s perversion of the older
generation’s best intentions for it, fitting with the movie’s theme. (i.e. Doreen raised Mycah with
self-esteem as the ultimate virtue, and Mycah grew up to be an extreme narcissist.)
-The green and white rubber ball is a physical representation of Mycah and Hansford’s
relationship. It is featured in the same shot as a photograph of Mycah and Hansford at the
beginning of the film, then exchanges hands at key points in the development of their
relationship throughout the film.
-Scene 69, inside the mansion, opens with a shot of Mycah. As he walks forward, Faye’s
reflection walks past the mirror in front of him, implying that he is chasing after the famous
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public image of Faye rather than the real Faye. This is also the first time he ignores a mirror in
the film, suggesting that he is finally starting to see beyond his own selfishness in this scene.
Sarah and I also planned the film’s color, and how it would inform the story. Uses of
color, especially in wardrobe, are usually very intentional in the film.
Green was selected to symbolize both envy and delusion, and is a color often associated
with Mycah in the film. His clothing is green, Hansford’s car (which Mycah treats as his own) is
brownish-green, and Mycah is often featured framed against vegetation, most notably outside the
mansion at the film’s climax. Ultimately, green becomes the color of growth as Mycah matures
out of his delusions at the end of the film.
Blue was selected to symbolize a feeling of discontentment and entrapment. The
pregnancy test is blue, Mycah’s workplace is predominantly blue, the police officer’s wardrobe
is blue (even out of his uniform in a deleted scene), and blue jeans are worn by all the main
characters except for Kevin, suggesting that he is the only one of them who is content with his
life’s circumstances. Faye’s jeans are an off-blue color to suggest that her feelings of entrapment
take a different form than those of the other characters.
Red was selected to represent fame: both the pursuit of it, and its destructive power. Red
is the color of Lee’s shirt and his car, the color of the lava lamp at the center of Mycah’s living
room, and the color of the flowers behind Mycah as he proposes to Faye. The fan who interrupts
Faye as she is texting Mycah at the airport is wearing a red shirt, symbolizing fame coming
between Faye and her attempts at authentic human relationships, as it has always done.
Earth tones (brown, yellow, orange, off-white, etc.) were chosen to symbolize Bradenton.
Genuine, grounded characters such as Hansford and Kevin wear earth tones, and earth tones are
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frequently associated with locations where Mycah is uncomfortable, such as Ray’s office,
Hansford’s mother’s house, and Faye’s mansion (where a deep red is also a significant color).
Kevin, the most innocent character in the film, wears mostly white. In Mycah’s own apartment,
greens, reds, and earth tones often interact with each other in meaningful ways.
In addition, the color purple was used exclusively for Faye’s wardrobe. As purple is the
traditional color of royalty, purple signifies that celebrities are the modern equivalent of royalty.
Purple also suggests how out of place Faye is in Bradenton, where there is no purple but hers.
One important exception to this is in scene 16, when Mycah is serving the grouchy customer.
Mycah’s head is framed against some purple Christmas lights, implying that Faye is on his mind
in this scene.
It’s also worth noting that the colors of the lights flashing over Mycah’s face during the
concert scene are red, green, and blue.
The use of the above colors is not restricted to the instances described, and is used
ubiquitously throughout the film. I encourage the reader to watch the film again with this color
symbolism in mind for a richer viewing experience.
Pre-production
During the pre-production phase, we found our locations and lodging in the Bradenton
area, we cast our talent from all over the state (holding one audition session in Orlando and the
other in Sarasota), we hired our crew, and I created shot lists, all using typical by-the-book
procedures. Our production budget came from four main sources: my own personal savings, a
generous $4,000 donation made by one of my high school teachers, a $5,000 grant that we were
fortunate enough to win, and regrettably, ample student loans as well.
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I decided to pay the main cast and crew. Their paychecks were small, but substantially
larger than on any student film set I’ve worked on. This decision was made as a preemptive
“thank you” to let my collaborators know that I appreciated them using their valuable time to
work on my film. Paying my cast and crew—even just a small bit—allowed me to attract better
talent than I would have otherwise, and facilitated a more positive environment on set from the
beginning, which I think was crucial once we reached the more difficult shoot days.
My producer, Addison Bryan, began work on the film about a year before any other crew
member. Addison and I had worked together for four years at that point, creating a 45-episode
web series together, as well as a feature film directed by Reid Nicewonder, who served as
director of photography on 15 Minutes of Faye.
We hired a composer very early so that the music performed in the film would be ready
by the time production began. We tried to cast actors who were actually musicians, but with little
luck. Jamie, who played Mycah, learned enough of the guitar parts that we could cut to wide
shots of him playing for a few seconds at a time, and Jo, who played Hansford, went through a
similar scenario with the drums. Most of the instrument-playing in the film, however, was faked
using other cast or crew members acting as hand-doubles for close-ups of the instruments. Jo’s
hands actually doubled as Jamie’s for much of Mycah’s guitar playing.
Notably, we were unable to find a mansion location by the time production began. We
already had the momentum of pre-production behind us, so we decided to start production
without having this key location locked. That was a mistake, which is discussed below.
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Production
I am fortunate to be making films in the digital age, which brings new freedoms and new
challenges, both of which are embraced by UCF’s emphasis on microbudget digital cinema.
Despite the limitations of a micro-sized budget, it too comes with its own share of freedoms. At
the film's first production meeting, I told the cast and crew that I had an open-door policy to
creative input from them: from the first AD right down to the production assistants. Anyone who
had any idea of how to make the film better was welcome to voice it at any time (with me as the
final arbiter of any creative choice). This policy would not be feasible on a large-budget film
with a large crew: so many voices would be chaos. My slightly more democratic approach is
only possible with a small crew. It prompted many good ideas which would not have otherwise
been in the film, and uncovered many errors which otherwise would have. After a positive test
run with this film, I plan to use this approach again during any future films I create.
We held a week of rehearsals immediately preceding production, and while I remained
satisfied with our casting decisions, it became clear that much of our cast was comprised of
amateur and/or first-time actors. Once filming had started, I noticed that many of them had
difficulty navigating the emotional transitions of any given scene. So I started directing in broad
strokes, obtaining one take with an actor playing motivation A, then the next take with the actor
playing motivation B. Instead of aiming for a single perfect version of a scene, which some of
my actors were unable to achieve, I shot several varieties of each scene (with motivations A, B,
C, etc.) and planned to splice them together into a coherent emotional chain in post-production. I
found this to be an effective way of directing amateur actors (with some qualifications I will note
in the next section of this document).
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I also discovered a useful way of working with amateur actors that contradicts a basic
principle of film production. In any beginner’s film class, students are taught to shoot wide shots
first, followed by close-up shots. This is because if some unforeseen event suddenly cancels a
shoot day, at least the filmmaker will have obtained a shot that depicts all of the scene’s action
and can thus be used as part of the final film. Had the filmmaker obtained only a close-up, on the
other hand, the filmmaker would have had to reshoot the scene in order to achieve the coverage
they needed to cut it together.
I used this common method of shooting for the first week of production on 15 Minutes of
Faye: shooting wides first and then close-ups. But I started to notice that my amateur actors
needed many “practice takes” before they could deliver a satisfactory performance. They were
giving their most nuanced and varied performances in the close-ups, leaving most of my wide
shots with bland and wooden performances.
Searching for a way to improve the performances in my wide shots, I decided to
experiment and start shooting close-up shots first. This worked very well for the actors, since it
allowed them to hone their performances (or as many variations on their performances as I asked
for) before we filmed the wide shot of any given scene. Granted, I could have let them hone their
performances over the course of many takes of the wide shots—and I even tried this for a night.
But I had difficulty concentrating on each actor’s performances simultaneously in the wide shots,
so I found it easier for both myself and for the actors to focus on achieving good performances in
each actor’s close-up first.
I continued directing this way for the rest of the production. Perhaps this was reckless.
After all, if we were forced to stop shooting any given scene without having filmed its wide shot,
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the scene might have been rendered unusable. That never happened, though, and we found that
as long as we solidified the scenes’ blocking ahead of time, this method worked well for
everyone—including the lighting crew, whom I had instructed to adjust lighting between wides
and close-ups as little as possible anyway, to lend our production speed.
Unconstrained by the financial and practical limitations of film stock, the number and
length of takes on digital sets is limited only by time. Digital cameras can effectively shoot an
infinite amount of footage at no extra cost. This simple paradigm shift was the most freeing, and
the most burdensome, yet also the most artistically fascinating aspect of the digital revolution
that I encountered while making 15 Minutes of Faye.
I grew up making movies with digital cameras, so I’ve always gotten many, many takes
of shots. I made sure in advance that the actors on 15 Minutes of Faye knew about this and were
comfortable with it. But it wasn’t until I was on the set that our key grip, Ben Taylor, pointed out
to me that prior to the digital revolution, the way I make films would have been impossible.
Strangely, this thought had never occurred to me before. Shooting with film, I would have been
constrained to eight or nine shots per day, rather than twenty-five. I could never have gotten the
performances I did from amateur actors had I been limited to only two takes per shot due to
limited film stock. We would have had to spend far more time on lighting. It is humbling to
know that many of the classic films I admire were shot using far fewer takes than I use to make
my films.
I wondered on set: What does infinite footage do to art? Is it useful, allowing a director to
shoot as many options as possible? Or is it a handicap, removing the limits that once forced
directors to be creative with their time? More to the point: had shooting digitally made me lazy?
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I’d gotten used to shooting many variations on performances and camera moves simply to have
those variations as editing options—not because I was certain that they were necessary.
I’m not sure that any of the questions above have easy answers, though I remain firmly in
the digital camp. I enjoy the versatility and adaptability that come with shooting digitally. I am of
course fallible as an artist; when I got to post-production on this film, I realized that certain
performance directions I had given during production were wrong. During those instances, it was
nice to have other options with which to work. Shooting many different options safeguarded
against lapses in my artistic judgment. I also enjoy the increased collaboration that comes with
shooting digitally. On microbudget movies in the film era, letting actors perform their version of
a scene whenever they disagreed with the director would have been unfeasible due to budget and
time constraints. Now, I am able to give my actors that freedom, and I used several of these
“actor’s takes” in the final film.
Although production ran smoothly as a whole, we did encounter three major logistical
problems. The first of these occurred on the most significant night of the production: the concert
scene. We had planned for the scene meticulously, locking the location eight months in advance.
A local band had agreed to work the crowd for us as we filmed, playing their own songs as
entertainment for the extras. The crew prepared as much as possible, wanting to be ready to
adapt to any eventuality. We spent a day rehearsing the scenes with the actors, and we used two
cameras shooting simultaneously to capture the many angles we needed of the concert scene.
Unfortunately, one thing we did not predict or plan for was an actor’s drug abuse.
Filming went smoothly for the first hour, then a certain actor started behaving irrationally:
yelling at the crowd, breaking the band’s equipment, and refusing to take direction from me, or
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to even calm down. This incident occurred during the brief period when we had access to the
most extras that we would have for the entire evening, and instead of filming with those extras,
this valuable time was wasted trying to get a drug-crazed actor under control.
I largely credit producer Addison Bryan for calming the actor down and getting him off
set so we could continue with filming, and am extremely thankful to director of photography
Reid Nicewonder for taking charge of the crew and continuing to get shots while I dealt with the
actor’s meltdown. I’m also very thankful to Jamie Parslow, who played Mycah, for keeping a
level head and acing his shots as quickly as he did. Without these leading figures and an
efficient, hard-working crew, we would not have gotten the scene shot.
The location owner was not pleased with us, and neither was the band. I profusely
apologized and made amends as best I could, and the location owner was kind enough to let us
return for another night of filming that we needed at that location. Fortunately, the actor who had
the meltdown was not one of our lead characters. He had only one more scheduled night of
filming, so I opted to send him away early and rewrite his scenes to occur without his character.
(Needless to say, this was a popular decision with the crew.) Despite all our preparations, I was
completely blindsided by the whole experience. I learned from it that it is vital to cast not just a
person’s talent, but the person as well. On future projects, I will spend as much time as possible
getting to know even my supporting actors before production, to be sure that they are reliable,
good people who will not lose control of themselves. Frighteningly, though, there is no sure way
to fully predict or plan for such an incident.
Our second major logistical problem happened later on the very same night, when the
actress who was scheduled to play the character of Jenna cancelled on us three days before she
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was scheduled to shoot her first scene. Fortunately, this problem was easily solved. We called
Rachael Endrizzi, the actress who had been the runner-up for the role, and she kindly agreed to
drive to Bradenton and film with us for a week on extremely short notice. She arrived two days
later for rehearsals, and we shot with her the day after that.
Our third and final major logistical issue occurred at the mansion location, near the end of
filming. Addison had been searching for a mansion location throughout most of the production,
and we even had to reschedule our first shoot day at that location because we hadn’t found it yet.
Close to our final deadline, our craft service supervisor connected us with a friend of a friend
who owned a mansion, and several of the key production crew (including myself) drove up to the
mansion in Tarpon Springs on one of our days off. We met the owner and his groundskeeper.
Both were very cordial toward us as we discussed details of the shoot, and the location
agreement was signed after the meeting.
Halfway through the first night of filming at the mansion, the location owner’s wife burst
onto our set and demanded that we leave her property or she would call the police. No one had
communicated to her in advance that the location owner had agreed to let us film on her
property, and she was unwilling to listen to the groundskeeper. Unfortunately, the location owner
himself was out of town on that night.
We left as politely as we could and adjusted our shooting schedule. The
miscommunication was cleared up the next day, but we still had to add an extra night of shooting
at the end of our production to make up for the lost time at the mansion.
The above incidents paint our production as quite an eventful shoot, but I would like to
remind the reader that these were the only major logistical incidents that occurred during a
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twenty-five-day production. Twenty-three of those days ran smoothly, with only occasional
minor setbacks.
Near the end of production, we encountered a new problem: we were going over our
budget, and were quickly running out of money. Our grant check hadn’t come in yet (though it
did a week later), and Addison had to use money from his personal savings to keep our
production afloat. When I asked him what had caused us to go so over-budget, he pointed to
expendables and food. We had not accurately anticipated the high cost of expendables for a
group of twenty people living and shooting together for twenty-five days. The small costs of
soap, toilet paper, light bulbs, grip tape, gas, etc. slowly accumulated over the course of the
production, and put us several thousand dollars in the red. We also underestimated the cost of
craft service by about $2,000.
Though my collaboration with Addison was a positive experience, I personally have my
doubts about how liberally he may have spent the production’s money. Wholly trusting another
person with my finances, though, was the price I had to pay for directing the film; I had no time
during production to oversee the money myself. I highly recommend to other microbudget
filmmakers who are self-financing their own films to hire multiple producers as a system of
checks and balances in regard to finances, and to save a sizeable portion of the budget for
contingencies. A larger contingency budget would have helped us on this film production.
Post-Production
Post-production on 15 Minutes of Faye took two and a half years.
I had never personally experienced anything as demanding and as stressful as the
production of 15 Minutes of Faye. The set ran smoothly for the most part, but only because of all
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the energy Addison and I put into the production, and all the nights of sleep we lost to make the
film we wanted. In the wake of production, I began to suffer from severe anxiety, from which I
have still not fully recovered. Not many filmmakers discuss the harsh personal toll a film can
take on its creator, but I believe this is a vitally important aspect of the filmmaking process that
every prospective feature filmmaker needs to take into account before embarking on such a
massive project.
We shot over a hundred hours of footage for the film, and I was the sole editor because I
had no money to hire an editor. I took out more loans in order to pay my crew. After working for
several months and still only having my sound synced, I grew discouraged. When I finally
started editing, I edited slower, and slower, and slower, gradually losing motivation to finish the
film—not because I disliked the film, but because of the period of depression I was going
through.
Most of my friends in Florida left to pursue film careers in Los Angeles. I got in a car
accident that totaled my car. Most members of my thesis committee left their positions at UCF,
thus abandoning my project as a side effect. I considered dropping out of graduate school, even
though I’d already completed all my classes.
I write this not to invoke sympathy, but to describe the greatest lesson I learned making
15 Minutes of Faye: the absolute necessity of a supportive community where an artist can turn
when times get tough. As I lived in Bradenton, I could not turn to the film school in Orlando.
Between editing the film and working at my management job, I left no time in my life for social
relationships. This was intensely unhealthy. I recommend that other microbudget filmmakers
avoid this type of workaholism.
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The concept of infinite digital footage, so freeing during production, became a curse in
post-production, both artistically and personally. I simply shot too much footage for one person
to edit in a reasonable amount of time and continue to live a mentally healthy lifestyle.
Eventually, I embarked on some smaller creative side projects, and I made some local friends as
well. These positive side activities helped me to persevere and finish editing the film.
My on-set habit of directing performances in broad strokes and getting many different
versions of each scene caused me some difficulty in editing. No single take of any actor’s
performance was constantly usable through the whole take, or even through most of the take—
and this was true of almost all of the footage in the entire film. Since each scene had only small
bits of footage in which the performances were solid and usable, fast cutting was necessary.
Fortunately, the rapid-fire dialogue in this film lent well to fast cutting. My “broad strokes”
directing technique would not have worked well on a film with slower pacing, however.
Late in the editing process, I noticed two problems simultaneously: the film dragged
toward the middle, and the ending was weak. Both the middle and the ending featured a police
officer: a character who had two significant dialogue scenes. The ending scene at a coffee shop,
which I had always struggled with during the writing process, featured this character and Mycah
discussing the nature of choice, which seemed oddly philosophical, off-theme, and inappropriate
for the film’s final scene. I opted to delete the police officer’s scene in the middle of the film,
and to cut him out of the final scene as well. Thankfully, the actor was understanding of this. I
then placed the remaining footage from the coffee shop scene into the montage near the end of
the film. This sequence features Mycah playing an acoustic guitar solo while the audience is
treated to shots of Jenna, driving away and trying to recover from breaking up with the father of
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her future child, and of Faye in an airport. (Notably for thematic purposes, the movie ends with
Faye alone, looking away from the camera/viewer.) The coffee shop scene, set a year in the
future, now plays at the end of this montage as a “flash forward” to show what might eventually
happen to Mycah. At the end of the scene, I intentionally cut back to Mycah playing guitar a year
earlier, to imply that the coffee shop scene might not ever happen; it might just be wishful
thinking on Mycah’s part. But of course, we’ve seen Mycah fantasize about an event before—the
concert flash forward at the very beginning of the film—and Mycah was determined enough to
turn that fantasy into an actuality. Now he has a year of hard work ahead of him, and maybe his
fantasy of a happy future with Jenna will remain a fantasy, but the important thing is that
Mycah’s fantasy has changed. He no longer wants fame; he wants a family, and a normal, happy
life.
This ending might also be too subtle, but I don’t mind if the casual viewer sees the coffee
shop scene as something that definitely, actually happens. About half of the test audiences picked
up that it was actually Mycah’s fantasy. Either interpretation of the ending is fine with me,
though I myself intended the latter.
Lessons Learned
Overall, I am satisfied with my final film, but am also aware of its flaws, and would
approach many aspects of this film differently were I to film it again. I learned much more from
making 15 Minutes of Faye than can be expressed in this brief document, but I would like to
touch on my most significant regrets and lessons learned from making the film.
As noted previously, I feel the film suffers from several clarity issues. In my effort to be
cleverly subtle, I buried some important story information too far into the film’s subtext, so
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much so that some audience members do not discern it. Not everyone picks up on the backstory
among the main characters, or that Asphodel’s career is spiraling downward, or exactly what
type of celebrity Faye is. (Her character was inspired by Avril Lavigne and Hayley Williams, but
that is not necessarily clear in the film.) I should also have been more mindful of physical and
geographic issues of clarity, such as establishing that the coffee shop at the end of the movie is a
different location than the restaurant earlier in the movie, or that the paper Mycah removes from
the trash can near the end of the film is Jenna’s internship acceptance letter from the first scene. I
greatly admire filmmakers who are able to build deep layers of meaning into their films through
subtle lines of dialogue and visual cues and metaphors, and hope to continue to improve my skill
in this area in future film productions without sacrificing clarity.
The film has been criticized as being repetitious, and I agree. After re-watching the film
with this criticism in mind, I think much of the repetition comes not from the scenes themselves
being repetitious, since very few scenes are structured similarly and each scene illustrates a
slightly different angle of the characters and their plights. Instead, I think the repetition is a result
of Mycah being a repetitive character. For the first three-fourths of the film, he comes across as
one-note, incessantly manipulating others and bragging about his own superiority. Though his
moment-to-moment goals change, he effectively does the same thing in nearly every scene
throughout much of the film. This is a flaw in the writing rather than in the actor’s performance,
and if I could write another draft of the script, it would focus on adding significant variety to this
particular character’s behavior.
A flaw in early cuts of the film was that they depicted very little of Bradenton, despite
Mycah’s vitriolic hatred of the city. Although Bradenton is the film’s setting rather than its
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subject (the characters talk about Bradenton for less than two minutes of the film’s total running
time), showing more of the city was important to me, because the setting does inform the
characters’ psyches, and because I wanted to ground the film with a real sense of place. In our
original location scouting, one of our goals was to film at some of the city’s notable landmarks,
such as its marina, its major bridge (from which the main characters watch fireworks in the film),
and Bean Point (the beach where Mycah stands near the end of the film). When my new thesis
committee suggested that Bradenton needed to be more of a presence in the film, I realized that
establishing a setting is about more than just showing the landmarks of that setting. I needed to
show the city’s people and their lifestyles; I needed to capture the atmosphere of the city, its
highs and its lows, its contradictions. In search of these elements, I shot an extra night of pickups
with a local cameraperson and added a series of montages of Bradenton throughout the film. I
hope this has the effects desired, including lending some “breathing room” to such a dialogueheavy film.
Perhaps the strangest reactions to the film have surrounded the character of Kevin,
Hansford’s autistic older brother, who draws a significant amount of both praise and ire. Many
members of my test audiences have told me that he was their favorite character, both poignant
and funny, and a necessary part of the film. An equal number of early viewers—including my
thesis committee—thought that the Kevin character didn’t work in the film’s story and was
poorly acted, and recommended that he be cut out of the film. Because most of the scenes in
which Kevin appears are key scenes in the film, I don’t think it would be possible to cut him out
of the film, but I did consider it. I can see how the use of a feeble-minded character could be
considered easy, or offensive. And even professional actors can feel unconvincing as mentally
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handicapped characters. If I were to write another draft of the script, I would probably remove
Kevin because of these considerations.
I strongly advise other microbudget filmmakers, once their script arrives at a point when
they deem it ready for production, to write another draft anyway. I feel that my script for 15
Minutes of Faye could have used another draft or two before production commenced.
I also advise other microbudget filmmakers to plan sustainably going into a feature film
production. Budgetary concerns are one thing, but also, how will this production impact your
personal life? How will it impact your mental health? What if something major goes wrong and
the production must be cancelled? Do you have a backup plan? How does this project contribute
to your long-term career goals? Is it worth the investments of time, money, and energy you’re
putting into it? All of these are questions I wish I had asked myself before beginning production
on 15 Minutes of Faye, and questions I will carefully consider before beginning my next film.
I also advise other microbudget filmmakers to carefully consider how passionate they are
about any given project before taking it on. A filmmaker must care enough about their project to
“marry” it for the next two years at least, and I have seen several of my peers start large-scale
projects only to tire of them months after the projects had been started. Being honest with oneself
ahead of time about one’s own level of passion for a project is much preferable to having to
cancel an expensive project later, or having to slog through a mentally draining project for years
after one has ceased to care about it. I think my tethering of 15 Minutes of Faye to a social issue
about which I care deeply is why I’ve been fortunate enough to sustain my passion for this
project over so much time, and I advise other microbudget filmmakers to consider doing the
same.
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Ultimately, the purpose of 15 Minutes of Faye was, is, and will be to confront our
society’s excessive idolization of fame, specifically in Generation Y. Given that younger viewers
have responded positively to test screenings of 15 Minutes of Faye, I am optimistic that the film
will contribute to the national dialogue about the harmful effects of its narcissism and associated
fame-seeking.
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CHAPTER TWO: PICTURE

Figure 1: Jenna (Rachael Endrizzi) breaks the news to Mycah (Jamie Parslow) that she is pregnant.
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Figure 2: Mycah tries to charm Faye (Cameron Gagne) during a romantic walk on a pier. Kevin (Don Hiltebeitel) follows
them in the background.
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Figure 3: A tense moment between Hansford (Jo Crandall) and Mycah, mirroring the prior shot of Jenna and Mycah
from earlier in the film. Faye prepares a drink in the background.
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Figure 4: In a last ditch effort to become famous by association, Mycah barges onto the stage and kisses Faye in front of
dozens of her fans at a small concert.
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Figure 5: After a tumultuous night, Mycah thinks through his life choices on a beach near the end of the film, with the
Skyway Bridge in the background.
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH MATERIALS

Screenplay
This section includes the shooting script for 15 Minutes of Faye. Certain changes were made
later, during shooting and editing, which are not reflected in this script.
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CHAPTER FOUR: MARKETING PLAN
Online Presence
With an eye toward the eventual marketing of the film, both for film festivals and for an
eventual online DIY release, I created a website and Facebook page for 15 Minutes of Faye
about a year before the film was shot, and have been building our online community ever since.
Though the website is currently out-of-date and much in need of updating, we plan to revitalize
the website once the film is accepted into a film festival. Most of our interaction with our
potential audience occurs on our Facebook page, where I link to blogs and articles relevant to our
film’s subject matter, and post interesting (and sometimes humorous) information about our
film’s production, including occasional behind-the-scenes videos. The URL of our Facebook
page is https://www.facebook.com/15minutesoffaye.
Festival Strategy
15 Minutes of Faye is a difficult film to market because it has no obvious target audience.
Musicians, fans of romance films, and fans of dark comedies are very large groups, too diverse
for a targeted marketing campaign. We plan to target fans of bands that appear in the film,
psychologists, and people who live in Bradenton (more on these below), but none of these
groups touch on the core audience who will truly love our film.
Because 15 Minutes of Faye belongs to the specific genre of mumblecore, we plan to
begin our marketing strategy with the only audience that consistently loves mumblecore: the
audiences at film festivals. Every mumblecore film I’ve researched has only been successful
after a run in the film festival circuit. It is unlikely that a film as small as 15 Minutes of Faye will
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obtain any sort of distribution deal, so our plan is to use the festival circuit to build a reputation
for our film, leading up to an eventual online, Do-It-Yourself release. $1,000 has been set aside
for our first wave of festival submissions, and I plan to fund the remainder out of personal
savings.
During our first year (summer 2014 through summer 2015), we will submit to top-tier
film festivals known for their mumblecore success stories, such as Sundance and South by
Southwest. Sundance is particularly friendly to microbudget filmmakers with its “NEXT”
category, which seeks out microbudget, digitally-shot films and emerging filmmakers. We will
also submit to several well-regarded regional festivals, such as the Florida, Ann Arbor, Atlanta,
Nashville, Edinburgh, Boston, and Seattle film festivals, as well as the Cinequest Film Festival
and the Sidewalk Moving Pictures Festival. Selecting a noteworthy festival at which to premiere
15 Minutes of Faye will be an important factor in building the film’s pedigree and thus gaining
entry to other film festivals, so we will select our first festival carefully.
We will release the film online at the beginning of our second year (summer 2015
through summer 2016), and at this time we will also submit to several small film festivals: either
those with some renown (such as Woodstock, Traverse City, and TromaDance Film Festivals),
or those with specific interest in microbudget films (such as Zero Film Festival and Maryland
Film Festival). Even these smaller film festivals will provide exposure for the film’s online
release. It is our hope that some of these smaller festivals will allow us to sell DVDs and posters
of our film outside of screenings.
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DIY
Because obtaining any type of distribution deal with this film is unlikely, and because I
am more comfortable and knowledgeable regarding Do-It-Yourself online approaches than I am
with traditional distribution approaches, I plan to pursue DIY as my primary approach. Because
most online distribution is non-exclusive, I plan to utilize several websites for the online
distribution of 15 Minutes of Faye, including Distribber, Amazon Instant Video, iTunes, and
Hulu. These are all reputable websites with good track records, and all pay at least 50% in
royalties to artists (which is a far greater share of profit than filmmakers can expect from a
traditional distribution deal). ( Reiss 320-321) Surprisingly, there is also an emerging market for
independent films on eBay, so I will consider selling my film there as well.
I also plan to use the services of Youreeeka.com (which lets artists keep 80% of profits)
to sell download-to-own copies of 15 Minutes of Faye directly from our website. (Reiss 325-326)
I will also use Amazon’s CreateSpace service, which creates and ships DVDs on demand for
anyone ordering a physical copy of the film. Using these services, if I charge $10 per copy of the
film, I will have to sell around 5,000 copies in order to recoup the film’s budget. Toward that
end, I will launch a grassroots marketing campaign.
Firstly, I will reach out to the film’s cast and crew, and their own personal networks of
family and friends, letting them know that the film is available for download. Some of our actors
are followed by thousands of people on Facebook, so this should earn us some solid publicity.
Also, several of my high school teachers were actively promoting the film during its fundraising
process, and are willing to promote it to their social networks again once it is available for
purchase.
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A few of the owners of locations used in the film have also expressed interest in helping
us get the word out about our film—including the owner of the venue where our chaotic concert
scene was shot. She would like us to screen the movie for her venue’s weekly movie night,
which I plan to do. I also plan to reach out to the bands who helped us during the film’s
production, as well as the bands whose music appears in the film, and leverage their fan bases as
well. I will also ask if one of the bands is willing to let me create a music video for one of their
songs featuring clips from 15 Minutes of Faye.
I will also contact Jean Twenge and Keith Campbell, since their research is a large part of
what originally inspired me to make the film. I don’t know if they would be willing to tell their
readership about the film, but if so, I imagine their readership would be very interested in it.
The $5,000 grant we won during pre-production was won from the Campus Moviefest
organization. They have told us that they will help us spread the word about the film once it is
available for sale, so I will contact them during this phase of distribution.
I intend to get as much local press as possible upon the online release of the film, to
leverage the “Bradenton” marketing angle. I am acquainted with both Vin Mannix and Wade
Tatangelo of the Bradenton Herald. Wade (whose stories occasionally get picked up nationally)
covered our film for the Bradenton Herald during its production, and might be willing to do so
again for its online release. I’d like to hold as many local screenings as possible, with calls-toaction urging audience members to purchase the film online at the end of each screening.
Hours of behind-the-scenes footage was shot during the film’s production, and I plan to
use it to create short “making-of” videos, which will be posted online for friends and fans of the
film to pass around and generate buzz for the film. In addition to this, Jamie Parslow (who
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played Mycah) has agreed to star in a humorous short film, reprising his role from 15 Minutes of
Faye, which we can also use to generate buzz online.
I plan to promote the film with ads on Google and Facebook, both of which allow
targeted advertising. For example, on Facebook, I could advertise specifically to users who
“like” mumblecore films similar to mine. I will also use Twitter to connect with potential fans.
For example, I could search for recent tweets with the hashtag #mumblecore and contact those
people about my film, if appropriate and relevant to their tweet. I am also considering using an
online marketing service like prweb.com, but have not yet decided if I want to pursue this option.
Finally, I have been encouraged by the high quantity of thought-provoking writing on
Generation Y’s self-absorption and its subsequent fame-seeking that I have found on internet
blogs. I have linked to many of these pieces throughout the history of the film’s Facebook page. I
will reach out to the authors of these pieces during the eventual marketing of the film.
The bulk of my DIY marketing effort will take place during the month preceding and the
two months following my film’s initial release online. I plan to continue the marketing for as
long as it yields results, which I estimate will be a few months.
A Note on Marketing
Getting a microbudget film seen by audiences is more art than science, and I prefer to
stay adaptable during this stage rather than develop too rigid of a strategy. Though marketing and
distribution is an important stage for which to plan, it is also an impossible stage for which to
plan completely, as new developments may occasionally pop up out of the blue. Chad Hartigan,
director of Luke and Brie Are On a First Date, made most of his money back by selling the
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film’s remake rights to an Argentine filmmaker who—out of the blue—wanted to remake his
film for Latin America. In an e-mail, Chad explained to me that with budgets this small:
“It's possible to make … money back, but there's no blueprint and
it can come from very unexpected sources. I consider myself
lucky, although I also feel like if you make a good film, it will find
a way to be seen.” (Hartigan)
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Poster

Figure 6: Official poster.
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Copyright Registration Certificate
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Composer Agreement
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APPENDIX E: CREDIT LIST
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Production Staff
Executive Producer
Writer/Director
Producer
First Assistant Director
Line Producer
Director of Photography
1st Assistant Camera
Gaffer
Key Grip
Production Designer
Art Director
Set Dresser
Script Supervisor
Sound Mixer/Boom Operator
Makeup and Hair Artist
Wardrobe Supervisor
Craft Service
Craft Service Assistant
Behind-the-scenes Camera
Grip
Production Assistant
B-unit Photography
Editor
Composer
Sound Design
Legal Services

ROBERT EICHENBERG
JOSHUA INGLE
ADDISON BRYAN
JOHN TASTEPE
KYLE SHELTON
REID NICEWONDER
MICHAEL DUNN
ZAC COLEMAN
BENJAMIN TAYLOR
SARAH COLE
BILLY CROSS
CALEY FAGERSTROM
NICK IZVERNARI
MICHAEL COBERLY
NICOLE O’NEILL
FAITH CLAPP
MICHAEL SCHATZ
ELYSE INGLE
AMY CLOUTIER
JAMES HERRHOLZ
JUSTIN LUNDHOLM
DYLAN HORN
JOSHUA BUTT
JAMES HERRHOLZ
JOSHUA INGLE
TEDDY BLASS
MELODIE CROS
JONATHAN LUNA
LAWRENCE HABER
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Cast
Mycah
Faye
Hansford
Kevin
Jenna
Misty
Faye’s Mom
Cop
Lee
Hansford’s Mom
Fanatic Mom
Daughter
Mycah’s Mom
Mycah’s Dad
Ray
Angry Customer
Greg
Drunk
Mom’s Date
Cameraman
Natalie
Asphodel Band Member 1
Asphodel Band Member 2
Fan 1
Fan 2
Patron 1
Patron 2

JAMIE PARSLOW
CAMERON GAGNE
JO CRANDALL
DON HILTEBEITEL
RACHAEL ENDRIZZI
KATHERINE TANNER
JUDY WALLER
MARCO DIGEORGE
JOE VITA
NANCY KRAYER
VANESSA ARANEGUI
ISABEL MYERS
SUZANNE SACKS
LEON SALEM
ERNIE BERGER
BOB EICHENBERG
DANNY BELLINI
ADAM IVES
JASON KIMBALL
BENJAMIN BOUCVALT
CAROLINE LLOYD
DREW SILVERMAN
ANDY CHILDERS
BENJAMIN TAYLOR
SARAH RAVOTTO
RAY RODRIGUEZ
LORI RODRIGUEZ
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APPENDIX F: CALL SHEETS
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Day 1

193

194

Day 2
The call sheet for this night of filming has been lost due to a bookkeeping error. Scenes shot on
this night were scenes 4, 28, 33, 35, 38, 39, and 43.
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Day 5
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Day 6

231

232

Day 7

233

234

Day 8

235
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Day 9
Our producers were facing a difficult scheduling dilemma on this night, and did not have time to
generate a production report for this shooting day.
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APPENDIX H: FINAL COST REPORT

270
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APPENDIX I: CONTRACTS AND AGREEMENTS

272

Crew Deal Memos
Sample Crew Deal Memo
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List of Crew Deal Signatories
Addison Bryan
John Tastepe
Kyle Shelton
Reid Nicewonder
Michael Dunn
Zac Coleman
Benjamin Taylor
Sarah Cole
Billy Cross
Caley Fagerstrom
Nick Izvernari
Michael Coberly
Nicole O’Neill
Faith Clapp
Michael Schatz
Elyse Ingle
Amy Cloutier
James Herrholz
Justin Lundholm
Dylan Horn
Joshua Butt
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Mélodie Cros

275

Cast Contract
Sample Cast Contract
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List of Cast Contract Signatories
Jamie Parslow
Cameron Gagne
Jo Crandall
Don Hiltebeitel
Rachael Endrizzi
Katherine Tanner
Judy Waller
Marco DiGeorge
Joe Vita
Nancy Krayer
Vanessa Aranegui
Nicole Myers (on behalf of her daughter Isabel Myers)
Suzanne Sacks
Leon Salem
Ernie Berger
Bob Eichenberg
Danny Bellini
Adam Ives
Jason Kimball
Benjamin Boucvalt
Caroline Lloyd
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Drew Silverman
Andy Childers
Benjamin Taylor
Sarah Ravotto
Ray Rodriguez
Lori Rodriguez
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Atmosphere Releases
Sample Atmosphere Release
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280

List of Atmosphere Release Signatories
Ann Berger
Kristen Mazzarella
Justine Boehm
Travis Hage
Vinny Svoboda
Colin Charles Roe
Jessica Riggs
Sarah Singer
Britta Gundlach
Lynn Engerski
Eykka Gundlach
Michael Sloan
Jane Trinci
Patty Virgilio
Ralph A. Travis III
Tyler R. Stanley
Candace True
Bryan Dill
Andy Sherall
Caprina Kerner
Sandi Gracco
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Jenna Gagliano
Sarah Ravotto
Brandy Thornton
Larry Carpenter
Matthew Prince
Stephen McCarter
Bradford Dominagives
Joseph Grosso
Tyler Hargrove
Cody Wolfe
Molly McLellan
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Location Agreements
Sample Location Agreement

283

284

List of Location Agreement Signatories
In order of appearance in the film:
Bayshore Rental Apartments, 24th St W, Building 12R, Apt. 226, Bradenton, FL
Shorewalk Villas, 4420 46th Ave W, Bradenton, FL
Darbyshire Residence, 215 133 St E, Bradenton, FL
Reese Automotive Center, 1802 Main St, Sarasota, FL
Riverside Café, 955 Riverside Drive, Palmetto, FL
Regatta Pointe Marina, 1005 Riverside Dr, Palmetto, FL
Morris Residence, 3327 Friendly Harbor St, Bradenton, FL
Ingle Residence, 5018 44th ST W, Bradenton, FL
Cock & Bull Pub, 975 Cattlemen Rd, Sarasota, FL
Jolly, 1298 N Palm Ave, Sarasota, FL
Baumgart Residence, 3255 Buffalo Run, Tarpon Springs, FL
Sarasota Bradenton International Airport, 6000 Airport Cir, Sarasota, FL
Beck’s Bistro, 417 12th St W, Bradenton, FL
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Insurance Certificates
Sample Insurance Certificate

286

List of Insurance Certificates Issued
City of Anna Maria and Manatee County
City of Anna Maria
John Schussler
William and Andrea Baumgart
UCF Film Department/Attn: Jonathan Bowen
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Equipment Rental Contract

Our equipment rental contract with the UCF Film Equipment Room was lost during production,
and we have been unable to obtain a replacement copy. In lieu of this contract, I have included
our equipment request form for the film.
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UCF Film Equipment Request Form
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Legal Services Agreement
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